HI Everyone!
This is your ‘official’ WELCOME message from me!  I hope you have had a chance to read the 2020 Rider Memos which did feature specific Covid measures required by the USEF and our Maryland county.  This year, there is less concern about covid transmission of any variable BUT being fully vaccinated does not guarantee absolute immunity, as probably all of you know.  Because of that, we have chosen to continue some of the measures used last year for this current year as well.  The Farm Covid policy is on our website :  https://waredaca.com/covid-19-waredaca-policy-update-march-23


Some housekeeping items...

**MANDATORY RIDERS BRIEFING 6:00 PM WEDNESDAY EVENING IN THE STABLE AREA**
FOR THOSE UNABLE TO ATTEND, WE MAY TRY AND OFFER A ZOOM OPTION=CONTACT CINDY IF YOU NEED THIS OPTION
 
*Please be certain Cindy and Lorraine have your STABLING Arrival day, approximate time of arrival, and any of you who are commuting.  Check the Stabling tab for the latest list and notes: https://www.waredaca.com/classic-three-day-event/stabling/

MAPS AND YOUR PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE will be posted by noon TUESDAY.  Apologies for the delay but I have been judging at Morven Park and the Maryland Five Star and am a bit behind on correspondence BUT you and this Classic competition have my full attention now!! Plus I have an exceptional Three Day Committee who have been hard at work preparing for your arrival! You will meet them at the Wednesday briefing!   

PLAN TO..make hard copies of your dressage test for the fix a test session, the schedule and maps.  AND, bring your own notebook as you will use it for your own personal notes.  Everyone is further requested to bring a portable chair and beverage bottle for the evening sessions and whenever else needed.  Thursday night is a Mexican dinner package; Friday ‘heavy’ appetizers are subs, chips and cookies which may serve as dinner for many.  There will be beer, wine and igloos of water; byo if you wish too.  We are strict with numbers of people in one space at any given time and thank you for your appreciation of our efforts to keep you ‘safe’ and as risk free as possible.
 
HORSE INSPECTION PREP SUGGESTIONS:
VERY IMPORTANT PLANNING ADVICE...there are 48 of you who will be doing final preps for the horse inspection...this will be a formal inspection--ponies clean, braided and you (sensibly, please!) dressed for the part!  It is NOT FEASIBLE for everyone to expect to bath your horse upon arrival or Thursday morning.  There are three wash areas plus buckets/water and so on.  The wiser plan is to properly bath them BEFORE arriving here, just having to spot check cleanliness before the actual inspection.     
 
 
TRAVEL…AS a reminder, to preserve the welfare of our horses, thus keeping Dr Chad and Dr. Stephanie happy, you should be traveling with document that supports a current…
·       Flu rhino— within the past 6 months; this has been a rule via USEF for recognized events
·       Coggins and Health Certs… Coggins included with your entry; out of state transport requires an Interstate Certificate.
 
DAILY ARRIVAL
The physical address for our West Entrance/ Stabling site is: 4017 Damascus Road, Gaithersburg Md 20882-same as the Brewery; do NOT use the East Entrance off of Howard Chapel Road OR the main WAREDACA entrance at 4015 Damascus.  While our mailing address is actually Laytonsville as the city, this is a rural 'suburb' of Gaithersburg; the latter having multiple zipcodes.  If you 'struggle' with your GPS finding us, use 20882 and the city 'Gaithersburg'.  
 
The gate will be open at 6 each morning and NOT BEFORE.  It will be locked during the hours of 10-6 so do not even think of tampering with it.  For the evening sessions in the Indoor, all riders and those who have prepaid and signed up in advance are welcome—wrist bands and masks required—bring your own chair and beverage container for water; beer and wine complimentary; no last-minute people will be welcome.  
PARKING: 
Since spectators or visitors are expected, the parking plan is that everyone is to park in the stabling area OR unless directed otherwise by Cindy and Lorraine. As the entrance lane widens, it is imperative that the gravel area near where the horse inspection will be conducted remain VEHICLE FREE. 
DAY commuters…will ONLY park in the Corner field event parking area.    
 
SHAVINGS…Please remember that ALL REQUESTS FOR SHAVINGS GO STRAIGHT TO ROB LANG AND NOT THRU THE WAREDACA OFFICE! Those who did prepay via your original entry will receive your shavings, no problem.  Otherwise, can be purchased on site for $10/bag, cash or credit card transaction from the Stable Office.            Rob contact info: cell call or text: 443 7442468  rob@waredaca.com

AVAILABLE MONDAY…WEB Classic Section….
DINNER RESERVATIONS OPTIONS FOR THOSE NON RIDERS WHO WISH TO ATTEND

AVAILABLE TUESDAY BY NOON…..WEB Classic Section….
TENTATIVE DRESSAGE AND XC TIMES
REVISED DRAFT CLASSIC SCHEDULE  
ALL PROVISOIONAL MAPS—PHASES A, B, C AND D

MORE STUFF TO READ…
 
TIMES
We realize that our Classic Three Day, while operating under the basic premise of the FEI event, is still a bit different.  Provisional!! times are posted as of Saturday.  You may be questioning when your times will be FINALIZED. ….
Typically, at a regular three day, times are not finalized until the phase or activity preceding it has been completed…i.e. Dressage times are not posted until the results of the First Horse Inspection have been confirmed, same for the XC, not confirmed until the Dressage phase has been completed.
 
SCHEDULE
The PROVISIONAL schedule will be posted by noon Tuesday.  We are again prioritizing the Thursday familiarity with Phases A, B and C as well as having the Thursday horse inspection immediately following the practice jogging session.   You will note that YOU, the riders, are our priority.  Certain activities are strictly just for you with other times for parents, grooms and volunteers to be involved as Covid Distancing allows. 
 
 
 
What follows now is a day to day preview of what to expect….read at your leisure!  The rest of the week follows tomorrow!
 
WEDNESDAY….
 
Starting with your arrival.  Cindy and Lorraine have already shared the process of trailer off loading and relocating.   Arrival Exams….. as part of the long format,  Drs. Chad and Stephanie, on Wednesday and  Thursday will examine your horse with riders expected to be with your horse.  This ‘inbarn examination’ assures us that each horse is in suitable health and condition as well as not carrying anything contagious that might affect your horse’s performance or be a risk to any of the other stabled horses.  Boarded or Day Commuting horses will be checked either day as well.  This examination will be brief and should last no longer than 5 minutes.  Check with Cindy as to scheduling either on  Wednesday 1-6 or Thursday morning 7-9 for arrival exams.
       Please communicate with CINDY WOOD (cell: 410 726 8926/talk or text; email: cindy@firefoxfarm.com as to any changes to your anticipated arrival time or like issues
       Please communicate with ROB LANG (Cell: 443 744 2468/talk or text) if you want to order shavings; $9/bag delivered to your stall 
       Please communicate with CHRIS DONOVAN (email: cdonovan03@gmail.com) with any team questions—great ribbons too!!
 
 
The stalls will be set up on grass; you might want to bring a tarp to cover the ground for any equipment in front of your stall.   With these stalls, NO STAPLING OR DRILLING IS ALLOWED OR YOU WILL BE CHARGED A SIGNIFICANT FEE 
HOOKS, TWINE AND TAPE ALLOWED BUT NOTHING THAT MIGHT DAMAGE THE PANELS.  A friendly reminder that the stalls must be FREE of any twine etc. for your stall deposit to be returned—essentially when you leave, the stalls should look as they did when you arrived!
 
You are welcome to hack around the stabling area and across the road near the Phase B assistance area but not farther away please.  Avoid the cross-country course today (you will hack A and C Friday)  Please avoid the Waredaca performance areas or indoor . 
 
DON’T FORGET TO TURN IN YOUR RIDER SAFETY SHEET!  AND GIVE US YOUR MEDICAL ARMBAND/BRACELET FOR US TO REVIEW/COPY.
6:00 Briefing for everyone in the stabling area.  It will be our first opportunity to practice Physical Distancing for the weekend!



 Transiting around the farm….. we walk alot around here and hope you will to!  Horses are to use the grass fields to go from stabling to the performance areas and NOT to be on the secondary or paved roads for the obvious safety reasons.  We feel very strongly about keeping everyone safe which means staying off the roads at all times when mounted.  If you are walking, the fields or roads are fine.  NO vehicles are to be driven on the fields.  No Electronic bikes, ATVs, golf carts etc.  Only you and your horse can go on the Roads and Tracks.  
For the two evening dinner presentations, you can walk up from Stabling OR if you choose to drive, exit Stabling via the 4017 West Entrance/Brewery Entrance, turn left and park in the corner field where the trailers are located.  There is not enough room for everyone to park near the Indoor.

 FOOD…Remember you can purchase breakfast and lunch beginning with breakfast Thursday thru Sunday in the stabling area OR go out to one of the local eating places.   Onsite Breakfast and Lunch directions:
·      A menu will be available upon arrival and posted on the Notice Board.  
·     Walk up AND place your order—masks and distancing recommended—thanks! 
 
Dee Smith - Owner  443-537-8413
 
BEER and Brewery Food:   Tasting room is open Thursday and Friday 4-8. No reservations needed. Tasting room is open Sat 12-8 and Sunday 12-6- reservations recommended but not required. We will be pouring in the parking lot Sat and Sunday starting at 11. You can come in to the bar during open hours and get beer to go-either a pint or cans. We will have food trucks Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Reservations and preorders at www.orderwaredaca.com

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: SIGN UP WITH CINDY OR LORRAINE
 
THURSDAY….IT all begins !
 
 EVERYONE is busy! Follow the Schedule for your Level.  And we ask all of you and the officials to keep on time as best as possible.
 Groups divide by level and participate in a dressage test review and critique, giving you the opportunity to watch your test being ridden by a demo rider, while the judges, Sue and Carol,  will comment and suggest ways to ride each movement to maximize your score.
 
Committee A and C chair Kelley, accompanied by Sharon and Muffin, will meet this group at the stable office. The plan is to thoroughly discuss A, B and C.  Beginning with the discussion of ‘how to’ properly calculate times for A, B and C to a ‘walk and talk’ tour of the A and C tracks, this session will prepare you for practice riding the ‘roads and tracks’ on Friday and competing on Saturday.  The focus is on YOU getting the preview you need! Bring pencil and paper!   NOTE: this is an extremely power packed day of information and logistics; your horse may get the day off !  But this is a very essential day of information to make your experience smoother.  
  
Mid morning will find Sharon giving an invaluable discussion and demonstration of how to properly present yourself and your horse for the formal First Horse Inspection (have you checked out the ‘how to jog’ http://useventing.com/sites/default/files/Howto_Present_for_Horse_Inspections.pdf- and the YOUTUBE video ‘formal job basics video’ and summary on our website?
 
…then the formal horse inspection will occur.   As already mentioned…. there is a water tanker truck and 3 wash areas at the stabling site.  HOPEFULLY you all have given your horse a  GOOD bath before leaving your barn and then just having to 'touch up' here before the inspection. 
 
The FIRST HORSE INSPECTION…is a 'formal' presentation of you and your horse to the Ground Jury.  This 'first impression' opportunity should be considered with the importance that it carries.  Strive to introduce you and your horse with pride and confidence, something Sharon will further discuss during the practice session.  Plan to braid, have your horse and you both ‘neat, tidy and sensible’ in dress and footwear. 
 
LUNCH on your own and on the ‘fly’ probably..….Dee will have her food truck set up, offering a yummy breakfast and lunch menu.  The Taproom is open this evening from 4-8 and will be pouring at our Thursday dinner  
 
Continuing with Thursday…a mirror image of the morning with each group as noted.
And for your grooms, their own mandatory briefing with local expert Kim Keating.  Valuable info and logistics to be reviewed! 
 
The first RIDERS ONLY cross-country course walks will occur.  Meet at the Start Box as you inspect your courses for the first time.  We have two official course walks planned, each with a different professional.  You are certainly welcome to walk at other times.   Please observe that we have purposely planned the official RIDER ONLY course walks as scheduled—please adhere to this.    **There is a volunteers/grooms/parents etc. briefing planned on Friday afternoon**
 
PROMPTLY at 5:30—emphasize PROMPTLY …MANDATORY RIDERS MEETING IN THE INDOOR ARENA at our EVENING presentation.  Here is the planned schedule:
Sharon: General overview of the competition. What to expect each day and how’s different from a regular horse trial.

   Some ideas
         - Walk the competitors through XC day from the start of A to finish of D and cool down
        - how long to be on before the start of A
        - what to be focused on while doing A & C
        - have a bit of a gallop before B
        - flow of the vet box (general here)
        - how early to be on and heading to the start box


Dr Stephanie- Walk the competitors through what will happen in the 10 min box
        - what she will be doing for TPR for each horse
        - what she needs to see to be comfortable to send the horse out on XC
        - where and when to jog


Officials- Go over rules specific to the three-day
        - how timing works for A, B, C
        - penalties for refusals on B, missing a flag on A or C
        - other rules specific to a long format


Kim- A summary/ rider focused version of what she talked with the grooms about
        - how our specific vet box will flow
        - how time will be managed and what they riders can expect
        - things to look for/need at the assistance area after B

A bit overwhelming but all logical.  Take notes, think about it all and come back Friday evening with any lingering questions to be answered.  We WANT ALL OF YOU to feel as prepared and confident as possible heading into Saturday! 
 
 Please share photos with the #Waredaca3Day and tag Waredaca on Facebook and Instagram—your journey to the Classic!  Also, if you have yet to check it out….everyone please join the Waredaca Classic Three-Day Event Facebook page!
 
Another BUSY Eventful Day!
Friday…the first performance day of the Classic!
 
This is another eventful day with focus divided between the competitive dressage phase, and the continued preparation for Friday’s Cross-Country Phase.  Your dressage tests are tabbed on the Classic web section.  
 
FOR your DRESSAGE PHASE:
What else to know:
You CAN carry a whip, both in warmup and during your test.  
You WILL ride in the standard/large arena-all levels.
There is no familiarization planned.
There will be two judges at each ring.
ALL LEVELS CAN perform the trot in RISING OR SITTING!   You may use fly bonnets, but they must comply with what is permitted and will be checked at the completion of your test.
The Classic Series Guidelines refer dress to USEF rules, EV114 5a and b refer to horses trials through prelim no tail coats allowed, but then EV114 5c addresses horse trials (intermediate and adv) and Three day events. Bottom Line— Tail coats allowed:)
 
USEF Three-Day Events - Rules
 
2. NATIONAL THREE-DAY EVENTS. These competitions are conducted in accordance with the USEF Rules for Eventing and the additions and exceptions noted below. Guidance and clarifications of procedure may be found in the USEA Classic Series Handbook.   
The USEF Eventing Rules apply to the entire event; all of your dress and equipment requirements are the same as at any competition.  Again, any questions, please ask Technical Delegate Muffin well in advance of your performance.
 
This year we are using two rings for this Phase.   After your dressage concludes, all riders will be slotted into Chase practice groups with a specific time with Sharon and Rumsey Keefe for Chase practice!   The remainder of the time is for you to hack A and C, and to be absolutely confident of where you are going and at what time on Saturday! Each group has a specific time for the second ‘official’ XC walk at the end of the XC prep practice and before the evening dinner discussion.  Please==NO changing of groups.
 Added this year is an additional time at the Finish and Box areas..with Kelley to answer any questions or concerns that still exist for anyone.  Go check it out between 5 and 5:30. 
 
The evening session will be promptly at 6:00  in the Indoor-best to remain parked in stabling and walk up the lane—OR park in our corner parking field.  Your XC Piney numbers will be handed out at the end of the presentations as well.  
 
 
SATURDAY….finally!!!
 
THE day that everyone awaits…in various states of excitement, panic, fear, hope and exhilaration!! Embrace all of those emotions and make them work for you!  For many of you, this may be your ‘KENTUCKY OR MARYLAND 5 STAR’! Some of you are veterans of past Waredaca Three Days…back again this year with perhaps a new horse, or the same horse that has moved up a level or working extra hard to get rid of the demons from years past.   
Whatever the reason, one of the most important things is to appreciate and acknowledge the ‘journey’ of the four cross country phases! Smile, thank (PLEASE!) as many volunteers as possible, be extra kind to your horse, and be proud of your hard work while participating in such a unique experience! 
 
Have a simple but complete plan that includes all the necessary preparation before you even get on your horse---what equipment is going to the vet box, which assistant is doing what job when you arrive, and so on.  Being supportive and helpful to each other is one of the GREATEST THINGS about this three-day experience!  Yes, it is a competition, but it also represents the collective efforts YOU have worked so hard to get here and be a part of!! Take the time to actually enjoy the day, smile when you start out on A, thank the gate stewards along the way on A and C, have an absolute blast on the chase and ride thoughtfully over the cross country!! 
 
Later, PLEASE plan to stop by the Stable area where Purina and local R. D Bowmans will be providing a ‘beverage and cheese’ session.  This is to start around 2:00.  I am uncertain as to whether Purina Reps Dale and Reese will be present or not-they are welcome to be here! They will appreciate the chance to talk to you; we will appreciate you talking to them and letting them know how much you enjoy the three-day experience and their presence at this type of event.    And thank PAT for coordinating this well deserved activity!!
 
The final planned activity for the afternoon is your jumping course walk.  Kathy will offer her insight into why she designed the course she is presenting to you and Sharon will complement that with how best to solve that puzzle skillfully and successfully!  This session is divided into two  groups—4:00 for the first group and 4:45 for the second,  and all the officials or select assistants.  Once completed, get some well-deserved rest, you and your horse! The morning will come soon enough
 
 
SUNDAY…almost over
 
One more action-packed day but for a shorter period!  This MANDATORY FOR ALL REMAINING PARTICIPANTS ( WHICH WE HOPE IS ALL OF YOU!! ) final horse inspection is scheduled to begin at 7:45, with the upper levels in order, starting with the Prelim riders.  Check the Sunday timetable as to when your level will walk and then compete.  Plan accordingly and do not be late for anything!    All riders will  jump in reverse order of standing.  A mounted awards ceremony concludes each level with lots of cheers and goodies!!  We will announce provisional start times BUT you are responsible for listening to the PA and being prepared and timely to the warmup.  Don’t be late!  Sharon will be waiting on you!
 
ALL riders must plan to have stalls checked prior to departure.  For Sunday departures, our weekend horse trials XC phase will be going on so trailer packing and departure will be under the strict guidance of a committee member and anyone else assisting.   Thanks for considering leaving your muck deposits for our Cross Country Course fund- huge thanks! 
 
The final memo….before you arrive, a SUMMARY OF QUICK RESOURCES that have already been mentioned…
 
STABLING ARRIVAL DETAILS:
 
Physical address for our West Entrance/ Stabling site is: 4017 Damascus Road, Gaithersburg Md 20882--same as Waredaca Brewing Company; do NOT use the East Entrance off of Howard Chapel Road OR the main WAREDACA entrance at 4015 Damascus Rd
 
Mandatory Rider Briefing Wednesday 6-7; A ZOOM option will be available too.     
 
All arrival examinations must be completed before start of Thursday activities.
 
Day stabling people: all parking will be in our corner parking field we use for competition parking. PARK  WHERE THE OTHER TRAILERS ARE, AND NOT ELSEWHERE PLEASE!! FOR YOUR SAETY.  Please, when transiting on horseback, use the field; when transiting on a scooter or gold cart, use the road.  
 
Traveling around the farm: vehicles are welcome on the roads but NEVER on the grass. There is no driving around the farm; use your feet OR a a bicycle but no motorized vehicles on the farm.
 
Off-loading and Lodging: upon arrival, you will offload your gear and then relocate your trailers to another area of the farm.   A few of you inquired about staying in your trailers; we do not offer hookups; if you are fully self-contained, you may stay in your rigs but please note that the trailers are not parked at the stables. Cindy needs to know who is planning to reside in their trailers please before you arrive-thanks. Upon arrival, Cindy, Lorraine, and probably Pat will greet and assist you with your specific stall assignment and orientation to the stabling area. TRAILER Access is only via the main road and NOT thru the property.
 
Stall Assignments: will be available upon your arrival. NO CHANGES unless agreed to by Cindy or Lorraine.
 
Sunday departure: our weekend horse trials XC phase will be going on so trailer packing and departure will be under the strict guidance of Pat and Lorraine.
 
Bedding and Shavings: The temporaries (standard issue type stalls) are set up on grass. No bedding is supplied. You can pre-order bedding ($10/bag) via Email (Rob@waredaca.com) or call/text 443 744 2468 which will be delivered to your stall prior to your arrival IF he have received your payment.   IF  not, they will be available for purchase ($10/bag) subject to availability via the Stable Office.

Otherwise, plan to bring your bedding, plus wheelbarrow, hay, feed, muck equipment, buckets, hooks, baling twine and so on.  
 
There will be a tack supplier on grounds.  
 
ANYONE USING A STALL MUST HAVE A $50 MUCK DEPOSIT CHECK on file with Cindy and Lorraine.    
          
WHAT TO BRING: All of your personal gear and equipment plus whatever is needed for your horse and his stabling. Don’t forget rain gear! MASKS!!Remember that protective headgear is required at all times when mounted. AND your horse must always wear an identification number when out of his stall—i.e. bridle number. Bring a beverage container, portable CHAIR as well, for the briefings, meetings, some of the seminars etc. AND YOUR COMPLETED UPDATED RIDER SAFETY SHEET!
 
FOOD:       The Classic Committee has done a great job of providing food for you on Thursday and Friday evenings PLUS a Saturday afternoon Beverage and Cheese ‘Social’, thanks to PURINA! The dress code is comfortable and casual. Each rider has a wrist band/ticket.  The Evening activities will be held in our Indoor Arena.
 
The Waredaca Brewing Company Tasting Room will be open for business-times as noted. i 	

  •	WHAT NOT TO BRING: We love ‘em and have seven who live here and call Waredaca their rightful home but please consider leaving your dog at his home.   If they accompany you, they must be leashed at ALL TIMES-NO EXCEPTIONS.            
 
Bikes, that is the non-motorized types are allowed to go anywhere on the property.     Scooters and carts on the paved/hard surfaces.     Any vehicular transit between Stabling and the central areas of the farm must be on the paved road and not across the fields unless you are walking. DO NOT plan to drive beyond the Indoor Arena to the corner field or ringside.
 
PHONE NUMBERS: Keep these numbers close at hand and share with those at home in your absence:

Cindy Wood/Event Secretary: 410 726 8926
Gretchen/cell: 240 401 4010
Vet on call: Damascus Equine Associates: 301 253 3992
Farrier on call: Tom Parris 301 854 6138
 
CAN’T WAIT TO SEE YOU SOON!!
 
GRETCHEN, CINDY, PAT, MICHELE, CHRIS D, CHRIS A, KELLEY, STEPH AND LOTS OTHERS!

